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Custom Book Development is the process of developing
custom books to meet the customer’s pricing and market needs.

It begins with a few easy steps.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Determining Needs
The process begins with a Creative Brief. We work with our customers to understand their 
marketing and content goals. This will also include product size preferences or restrictions; 
unit manufacturing cost budgets; material preferences; license restrictions if any; packaging 
requirements and delivery schedules.

Quotes and Samples
We will provide a formal quote and a handmade sample for the customer’s approval.

Pre-Production Approval
At this stage of development, the customer provides Devrian with a purchase order to manufacture 
and approves the handmade sample. Devrian will provide the customer with book templates needed 

Finished Products
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Who is Devrian Innovations? 
Market Leader: Devrian Innovations is a leading developer and supplier 
of interactive learning books and activities for children. Devrian is part of
Horizon Group USA, a leading creator, developer, and distributor of fashion 
driven products for the mass, mid-tier, craft and specialty markets.
Innovator: Devrian Innovations has delivered an unparalleled level of
innovation to the children’s book industry for over 12 years. With our
proprietary and patented technologies, including Magnix®, a magnetic 
print based technology, we have sold over 12 million books worldwide.
Educator: Our company and our books focus on “Enriching Young Minds.”

At Devrian Innovations, 

and pricing options for a 
company to add one of our 
patented technologies or 
designs to their product 
offerings based on their 
company’s needs. 

We sell local language and 
English rights to our own 
original content around 
the globe. A number of 
our products have won 
prestigious learning awards. 
You can view these products 
on our website at 
www.devrianinnovations.
com.

We work with companies to 
understand their marketing and 
merchandising goals including 
product size preferences or 
restrictions; unit manufacturing 
cost budgets; material 
preferences; and packaging 
requirements. Devrian presents 
initial concepts; preliminary 
costing; hand made prototypes; 
design revisions 

Co-Edition
Rights

Custom Book
Development

How We Do
Business
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Infant and Toddler 
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8” x 9”, 10 pages, $8.99 US

The following book series helps toddlers build thier confidence while learning and developing
skills through play. The series provide ideal launch pads for early learning and brain-building fun!

Poppy’s Princess Party! Joe On the Go!

Busy Little Cat! Rain and Shine!
Kitty Cat has many jobs to
do! Read the story and look
for clues to help select the

correct clothes for each job.

What will Billy Bear wear
today? Read the story and look

for clues to help select the
perfect clothes for Billy to wear

for each season.

Poppy is getting ready for
her party! Read the story

and decide which clothes she
should wear for each activity!

Joe is always on the go!
Read the story and look for

clues to help select the
correct clothes for
each adventure!

Simple, rhyming 
story inspires
vocabulary 

building

Chunky doll 
and large 

magnetic clothes 
encourage 

manual dexterity

A first cognitive 
activity—choosing 
clothes—develops 
early learning skills

Each item of 
magnetic clothing 

flips over for creative 
color-your-own fun

NEW SIZE with IMPROVED PRICING for 2017!

Magnix® Dress Up series provides your child with lively learning! Toddlers
will love exploring this educator-approved Magnix® Dress Up book and magnet
play set. Each turn of the page brings a new challenge to stimulate young minds.
Each book includes a dress up character and 5 outfits for dress up play!
Poppy & Joe also include 2 sheets of stickers for added play value!

Our Toddler Program is designed for Little Hands and Safe for All Ages!

New Size!

Improved

Pricing for

2017!



Magic Board
Storybooks

Magic Board
Storybooks

Magnix® Magic Board Storybooks provide children with lively learning! Toddlers 
will love exploring this educator-approved, child-safe Magnix® Magic Board 
Storybook. Each turn of the page adds fun new characters—and provides play 
opportunities that stimulate young minds and build essential early learning skills. 
Parents will read the charming story along with the child, and then help the 
toddler follow the play prompts to find and place magnetic characters and 
objects on the Magic Board and act out the story, for hours of skill-building play!
8.75” x 12”, 12 pages + gatefold, $12.99 US

Dress Up Fun!

Cuddle Me!

Let’s Pretend!

Time for Sleep!

Simple rhymes
help build

early vocabulary

Magnetic
play pieces

promote manual
dexterity

Magic Board
encourages

cognitive skills,
including matching
and counting – as
well as creative

play

Zebra Zak and Betsy Butterfly 
love to play dress up with 
their cuddly friends! Help 

dress up each character and 
match each toy. 

Baby Bunny and Noisy Puppy 
need Mommy and Daddy 

close by to help – and to give 
hugs – during their play-filled 
day! Match each baby animal 
with its parent, and give them 

their favorite foods!

Join Pirate Pete and Cowgirl 
Kate on their exciting 

adventures with their cuddly 
friends! Match each toy with 

its friend, and count 
additional friends to join in 

the fun!   

Little Duckling and Little 
Lamb are off to bed! Match 
each baby animal with its 

parent, and add their 
special bedtime treat!   
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Wheels Go Round Match Up
Sailing, boating and traveling on wheels has 
never been so much fun. Children will have 
fun taking a ride on a train, a plane, a boat 
and a bus while learning about matching 
shapes & colors. Each page includes a differ-
ent matching activity where the child will use 

to match and learn.

Hide and Seek 
Match Up
Join the many fun & lively barnyard animals with wonderful
rhyming throughout the story. From Percy the Pig to 
Clara the Cow, children will have fun playing hide & seek 
with so many barnyard friends. Each page includes a dif-
ferent matching activity where the child will use magnetic 

Infant and Toddler 

• 2011 Creative Child Seal of Excellence Award

• 2011 Creative Child Seal of Excellence Award

Match
Up

Magnix Match Up series provides your child with lively entertaining! Use 
the Magnix cards to ‘match-up’ the images on each page. Your child will 
take part in an exciting activity and learn essential skills. 

8.75” x 8.75”, 10 pages, $12.99 US
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 Nature’s Friends

Each of these lovable stories features a favorite story time character who takes you
and your child on a journey traveling through exciting adventures with their friends.

Available as lift-a-flap board books or soft, cuddly cloth books.

Photo Q®, a patented high-resolution printing on 
fabric technology, brings wonderful photographs and 
illustrations to life in this stunning collection. Soft, 
huggable books are perfect for little hands and warm 
hearts.

6” wide x 5” tall with 1” spine, 8 pages, $8.99 US

Photo Q®

Soft Cloth
Books

Frog’s FriendsButterfly’s Bath

Baby Bear’s 
Bedtime

Ladybug’s 
Lessons

Bath time will be a favorite
time for baby! Follow the
beautiful butterfly as he
explores the garden. Unfold
each flap to find his friends
until finally the rain comes
and butterfly is able to
bathe again.

Story time will be a joyful
time for baby! Follow the
brightly colored red Ladybug
as she looks for other
colorful friends.

Play time will be fun time
for baby! Join the happy
hopping frog as he invites
all of his favorite friends
for a picnic.

Bed time will be a peaceful
time for baby! Follow Mommy
Bear as she looks for 
Baby Bear.

Frog’s FriendsButterfly’s Bath
Baby Bear’s 

Bedtime
Ladybug’s
Lessons

7”x6” landscape fully cased with gatefold flaps, $5.99 US 
7.25” x 8.25” landscape fully cased with gatefold flaps, $6.99 US.

These high quality, fully cased, lift-a-flap books are full of 
colorful, vibrant and age-appropriate content that bring these
beautiful books to life. The books will provide years of reading
pleasure, encourage early childhood reading and help develop
a child’s fine motor skills with the flap feature.

Lift-a-Flap 
Board Book 
Series

®
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Infant and Toddler 

 

My Very Own Preschool Book
A great book for all preschool children!
The rhyming text describes 
preschool activities, and each spread 
has room for a photo of the child at preschool. 

7

Photo
Lift-the-Flap 
Albums

These albums combine clever stories with 
personal photos to create a keepsake that 
will be treasured for years to come. 

The child can lift the flap on each page to 
reveal the photo of a loved one!

8.5” x 8.5”, 18 pages, $10.95 US

My Very Own Baby Book
Baby’s very own first storybook with flaps
and space for your own photos from
baby’s first year.
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Our Noisy Town

It’s picture day on the farm, but the baby
animals are missing. Lift the flaps to find them 
and listen for an animal-sound surprise!
This engaging interactive book teaches
baby animal names, farm animal sounds, 
and so much more with a sweet story plus 
delightful lift-the0flap surprises and beautifully
detailed illustrations.

Say Moo!

These children live in a town where everything is loud. 

engines and construction crews to trains and helicopters, 

beautifully detailed illustrations.

This lift-the-flap sound book series will delight young 
children and their parents alike. Every spread in the book
has a flap and every time the flap is lifted, a sound plays!
Simple rhyming text supports the surprise sounds that
make these a welcome addition to any child’s library.

Lift-the-Flap, 
Hear-the-
Sound Books

Availableas aLift-the-Flapwithoutsound! 

How loud? Lift the flaps and listen! This engaging, interactive
book teaches all kinds of sounds around the town, from fire

with a sweet story plus delightful lift-the-flap surprises and 

Available in both sound and board book version.

Available in both sound and 
board book version.
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Infant and Toddler 
Lift-the-Flap, Hear-the-Sound Books

Animal Parade
The animals are getting ready 
for the big parade but they can’t
find their intrumennts! The
hide-and-seek flaps play musical
sounds when Kitty finds her flute,
Fox finds his fiddle, Mousie finds her tuba and Piggy finds

Available in both sound and board book version. 
his drum. Then they all play together at the big parade!

Hugs for Baby!
Baby’s day is full of hugs and all the sounds that go with them — a 
puppy barking, a kitty meowing, a bird tweeting, mommy kissing and 
baby giggling! Parents and children will enjoy hours of fun as they turn 
each page for a new sound!

Baby Hears!
What does baby hear? Listen closely, because baby hears lots of funny noises!
Just turn the pages and lift the flaps for a picture-and-sound surprise! Between 
all the ‘peep peeps’ and ‘ribbet ribbets’, parent and child will be giggling with joy!

Zoo Talk
When you visit this 
zoo, listen 

 closely! Every animal 
has something funny 
to say. Just turn the 
page and lift the flap.
for a wonderfully 
surprising picture 
with sound. From 
splashing to roaring, 
children will be 
rolling with laughter!

• 2011 Oppenheim Toy Portfolio Best Award
• Special Needs Adaptable Product Award

Available in both sound and board book version. 

Available in both 
sound and board 
book version. 



Baby Faces
So many delightful baby faces in one beautiful 
soft cloth book. This title captures all the charm 
of a baby’s face from mouth and teeth to hair 
and tongue encouraging a baby to explore their 
own face.

My Baby
This title celebrates mommies, daddies and 
babies through its stunning photographs of  
animals and their babies in the wild.

Photo Q® Soft Cloth Big Books
Photo Q®, a patented high-resolution printing on fabric technology, brings 
wonderful pictures of babies and animals to life in this stunning soft  
cloth book series. Parents & children will be delighted as they touch and 
explore the beautiful photographs in these cuddly cloth books. The rhym-
ing text encourages wonderful interactivity between the parent  
and child.
10” x 10”, 8 pages, $14.99 US 

Baby Farm Animals
From little lambs, ducklings and rabbits 
to calves and piglets, babies will love  
seeing other favorite baby animals in 
their habitat.

Busy Baby
Babies love to look at other babies! These 
titles capture babies doing everyday things 
from talking to exploring to sleeping.

®

Many packaging 
options available

10
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Patented Printing 

Technology

High Resolution

Safe, Softer, and

More Durable!
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Infant and Toddler 

Busy Baby
The stunning photos  
capture babies doing  
everyday things, from  
talking to exploring  
to sleeping.

Baby Faces
Delicious close-up photographs 
capture the charm and  
sometimes humor of different 
aspects of baby’s face: mouth, 
tongue, hair, and teeth.

Santa Baby
The joy and wonder of 
Christmas is celebrated 
through stunning  
photographs of babies in all 
of their holiday splendor.
•  i Parenting Media Award 
Winner! 

My Baby
The bond between animal babies and their 
mommies/ daddies comes to life through 
stunning photographs of animals and their 
babies in the wild. The rhyming interactive 
text further promotes a particular attribute 
of each animal — zebra, elephant, polar 
bear, and penguin —and how it relates to 
the baby’s world. 

Baby Farm Animals
Baby farm animals are “evergreen” content in 
children’s books but the high quality photographic 
images in the Photo Soft line, raise the bar and 
jump off the shelf. Babies will be charmed by the 
close-up photos of baby animals on the farm —
duckling, calf, bunny and piglet.

My Photo Q® Soft Cloth Book Series
Babies love to look at babies and animals, which they’ll do over and  
over again as the rhyming text encourages interactivity for the parent.  
Each book is soft, washable and very huggable! 
6.75” x 6.75”, 8 pages, $9.95 US  

Baby Sing & Play Series
Our patented, high-resolution photo-on-fabric technology, Photo-Q,® brings favorite children’s songs to life in this  
carry-a-long soft book and music CD series. Parents can read and sing along to soothing bedtime or favorite  
animal songs while sharing these beautiful, cuddly cloth books with their baby as part of playtime,  
naptime or bedtime.
7” x 8.5”, 8 pages & CD, $12.95 US

Sleepytime Songs
Parent and child will enjoy slumber-
time favorites while reading a soft cloth 
book designed to engage both the  
parent & child with beautiful pictures  
of children. Songs include Twinkle, 
Twinkle, Hush Little Baby and more.
•   Creative Child Seal of 
Excellence Award Winner!

®

Animal Songs
There is no better way to encour-
age parent/child interactivity than by 
singing along with fun animal songs 
combined with a beautiful book full of 
full-color photographs of baby animals. 
Songs include Old MacDonald,  
Mary Had a Little Lamb, Three Little 
Fishies and more.
•   Creative Child Seal of 
Excellence Award Winner!



Amadeus is Happy 
Amadeus can be happy, sad, sorry, 
shy and brave. And like other toddlers,
he finds it hard to identitfy his feelings.
Young children can easily relate to the 
situations in this book and learn to 
recognize and put a name to their own 
reactions.

• 2016 Preferred Choice Award

Amadeus gets a Baby Sister 
To get a new brother or sister is a big 
event in any family – also in Amadeus’. 
This charming story will help young 
children to understand their own mixed 
feelings when a new baby arrives.

• 2016 Preferred Choice Award

 

 

Amadeus’ First Night Away
To sleep over at relatives or friends 
can be great fun, but also a little 
worrying. Amadeus finds it comforting

 

to have his favorite cuddly toy beside 
him.

• 2016 Book of the Year Award 

Amadeus is Too Small 
Amadeus wants to get bigger – fast! 
Many a young child share Amadeus’ 
frustration. However, being small also
has its benefits. 

• 2016 Preferred Choice Award

Amadeus Character Series
Amadeus is an adorable polar bear cub and a real “toddler hero” who is a good role model – at least most of the time! He 
has an unusual, black ear because, like everyone else, he is special in his own way.

Amadeus has many friends – each with a unique personality to which children can relate – who are introduced throughout 
this amazing series of developmental books.  

The Amadeus program is targeted to social development and emotional growth by helping young children recognize and 
develop their own identity, personality and sense of self.

12
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7.5” x 7.5”, 10 pages, $6.99 US
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Infant and Toddler 

Amadeus Photo Flap Book
Fill this delightful Amadeus storybook 
and photo album with family photos. 
Photos are a great way to help children 
establish their identities. Also available 
with padded cover.

8.5” x 8.5”, 16 pages, $10.95 US

 

Amadeus Photo Album 
This sweet and softly colored photo 
album has space for 16 photos. 
The photos slip easily into place 
and become beautifully framed with 
delightful Amadeus illustrations. 

6.5” x 8.25”, 12 pages, $8.95 US

Dress Up Amadeus
This delightful magnetic dress-up book has magnetic clothes for each 

 

season. Help Amadeus dress for the weather and talk about favorite 

 

seasonal activities! Includes 13 oversized play pieces!

8.5” x 11”, 10 pages, $10.95 US

 



Soft Book and Hand Puppet in One!
The Look At-series offers a unique combination: A soft storybook and a cuddly toy — 
all in one. The toy is also a hand puppet, which encourages creative role-playing.

Look at Charlie!
Charlie the chinchilla likes lots of 
things...climbing and shopping! 
And can you guess what he likes 
most of all?

10.5” x 12”, 10 pages, $14.95 US

Look at Bernard!
Bernard, the charming piglet, has 
so much fun with his friends. Even 
a simple blue box can provide great 
adventures when Bernard is in 
charge.

10.5” x 12”, 10 pages, $14.95 US

Look at Cleo!
Cleo the cow likes to play, swim, 
paint and read. Join her adventures 
in this cute story and handpuppet 
in one! 

10.5” x 12”, 10 pages, $14.95 US

Soft Pillow Books!
Good Night, Amadeus! 
A sweet good night story about Amadeus. It is bedtime for 
Amadeus, but he wants to stay up and play just a little longer.  

13.5” x 10”, 8 pages, $19.95 US

Amadeus is Happy 
A book and a soft pillow – all in one! When the 
book is read, the pages can be slipped inside the 
cover and the book turns into a soft pillow.  

12” x 8.5”, 8 pages, $19.95 US

1414
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Shape Family Soft Books
The Shape Family is a series of colorful and happy-looking book characters designed for the youngest 
readers, who will take great delight in exploring the exciting shapes, sounds and textures. The illustrations 
show well-known objects: squares, circles, triangles and stars. 

15

Mr. Square
12” x 10.5”, 6 pages, 
$14.95 US

Miss Star
12” x 12”, 6 pages, 

$14.95 US

Miss Circle
12” x 11”, 6 pages, 
$14.95 US

Mr. Triangle
13.5” x 9.75”,

6 pages,
$14.95 US

Infant and Toddler 



The Clay Fun Play Date The Sand Art Surprise

My Fairy Garden

arts and craft project. Read, Design, Create, Share! 

9”x 9”, 11 page storybook, 4 panel fold out area to make art projects, and 
a blister to hold all art supplies. $12.99 US

Charlie and Annie are good friends at 
school. But when they have a play date 
at home, they can’t agree about what 

to play. What will they 
do? Read the storybook 

and Annie create their 
very own clay “bakery.” 
Then, use the kit included 
to create your own 
imaginary clay fun world!

Kate and Jack are so excited to 
move into their new house. But they 
have to wait for the grown-ups to 
move all the furniture and boxes. 
What will they do? Read 

how Kate and Jack make 
unique decorations for 
their new rooms. Then, 
use the kit included to 
create your own sand art 
masterpieces!

• 2014 Creative Child 
Preferred Choice 
Award

• 2014 Creative Child 
Product of the Year 
Award

Our Activity Book Program combines wonderful storybooks full of 
excitement and adventure with fun-filled arts and crafts projects! 

16
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of her room. When she visits a botanical 

the gift shop, and decides to create a fairy 

everything she needs, then gets some 
help from an unexpected and magical 
friend!

• 2015 Creative Child
Eco-Friendly Product
of the Year Award

The Creative Roots® book and activity series combines a wonderful storybook with 
fanciful mini garden accessories! Create your own beautiful fantasy garden just like 

8” x 11”, 12 pages + Hand painted fairy figurine and accessories + sparkly “fairy dust”       
$12.99 US

• Hand-painted fairy figurine can be the centerpiece
of a magical fairy garden.

• Hand-painted frog, butterfly, and watering can
brighten up the garden.

• A sprinkle of “fairy dust” makes the garden 
creations sparkle!
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Preschool

-

TM

Master of the Arts are fun-filled storybooks which include everything you need to  
create your own masterpieces! Discover the artist in every child as you read the 
storybook, play along with the action and then get creative! 

11.75” x 11”, 14 pages + 20 design sheets + instructions + accessories for painting and 
drawing, $16.99 US

We Can Draw!
Join Justin, Zoe and Annie at the beach to 
see how they help with big party prepara-
tions! Then use all the accessories and 
instructions included to make your own 
drawings!
• 2015 Creative Child Preferred Choice Award

I Can Paint !
Join the fun with Nick and see how his 
family uses the finger painting kit to make 
animals, people, and scenes.Then use all 
the accessories and instructions included 
to make your own paintings!
• Moonbeam Children’s Book Award GOLD

Children’s
Book Awards



Create Your Own
Create Your Own Jewelry Kit combines exciting craft 
activities with a storybook for the child.

7.35” x 10”, 12 page storybook, 4 panel fold out 
area to make jewelry; blister to hold all jewelry 
components. $12.99 US

The Bottle Cap Birthday
Amber & Jenny are best 
friends with Birthdays on 
the same day!  Read the
storybook to find out what 
happens as the girls search 
for the perfect presents for 
each other.  Then the child can 
use the kit included to create 
their own special bracelets!  
Kit includes everything needed 
to create 3 bracelets.

Bead Fun for Everyone
There are a lot of girls in 
Carly’s family. She has 
her mom, two sisters, a 
grandmother, four aunts 
and twelve cousins! Read
the storybook to find 
out what happens when 
everyone gets together 
to celebrate Carly’s 
birthday! Use the kit 
included to make Bead 
Fun for Everyone!

The Colors of Friendship
Grace & Sam were the best summer 
friends. Read the storybook to find
what happens as the girls 
stay in touch through the 
year, and the colors of 
friendship bring them closer 
together.  Then the child 
can use the kit included to 
create their own special 
friendship bracelets.  Kit 
includes everything needed 
to create 12 bracelets.

The Bling Rings Party
Gabby was so excited! 

to let her have her four 
best friends — 
Jo, Alex, Lee and 
Mimi—over to her 
house for a sleepover. 
Read the storybook to 

when everyone gets 
together for the special 
celebration! Use the 
kit included to join the 
Bling Ring Party!

• 2013 Dr. Toy’s Best Picks Award

• 2013 Creative Child 
Preferred Choice Award

• 2013 Creative Child 
Preferred Choice Award
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Our next generation of Magic Tracks® is an adventure storybook with wind-up character toy,
“magic” tracks puzzle, a coloring activity and much more! The sixteen illustrated track pieces 
are made to mix and match, so children can assemble them dozen of different ways. Wind up
the toy and place it on the track—it magically follows the route,bringing the story to life for
hours of imaginative play!

9.33” x 12.85”, 11 pages + 1 wind up toy + 16 puzzle track tiles + 4 crayons. $19.99 US

Magic Tracks Puzzle Tracks

19

Preschool

Let’s See the Dinosaurs!
Hop in the magic Jeep® and

take an exciting adventure to
visit dinosaurs in their natural

habitats! Let’s go!

• 2016 Creative Child
Preferred Choice Award

Let’s Take the Train!
Join the family as they

travel throughout the year.
Can you tell the different

seasons? See how many fun
characters and places you

can find on each page!

• 2015 Creative Child
Preferred Choice Award

Let’s Visit the Farm!
Let’s visit the farm and get

right to work! Feed the chickens,
milk the cows and bale

the hay!

• 2016 Creative Child
Book of the Year Award
• 2016 Travel Fun of the

 Year Award

Let’s Take the Car!
Come along with the

family as they run errands
all around town. See how
many fun characters and

places you can find
on each page!

• Tillywig Best 
Creative Fun Award

NEW



Explore the MAGIC of Magic Tracks! In this innovative series, 
we use our Magnix® technology to guide the windup vehicle 
characters along roads and tracks for interactive, playful fun!
Each book includes 6 magic tracks for a grand adventure!

10” x 10”, 12 pages, 1 wind up toy, $16.95 US

Magic
Tracks

Little Tug to 
the Rescue
Little Tug was a 
stout little tugboat 
with great big 
dreams. From the 

started his job 
at the harbor, he 
wanted to be a 
hero. Join him on 
his adventure to 

Place Little Tug on 
the magic tracks 
in the book and 
experience the 
adventure. 

Pepper Finds a 
Home
Pepper was a stout 
little pony with great 
big dreams. She 
lived with a herd of 
wild ponies in the 
pretty green hills 
near a sparkling 
lake. But most of 
all, Pepper wants a 
family. Join her on 

her dream! Place 
Pepper on the magic 
tracks in the book 
and experience the 
adventure. 

Puffer Finds the Circus!
Puffer, with his big dreams, journeys through many 
different places as he works toward his goal of being 
strong enough to pull all the trains for the circus. The 
child can place Puffer on the magic tracks in the book
and experience Puffers journey first hand! 

• 2012 Creative Child Preferred Award
• 2012 Dr. Toy Best Pick Children’s Product

Zippy, Enters the Race! 
The story centers around Zippy and his big 
dream to compete in the town’s Big Race Day! 
Zippy gets new tires, a car wash, a new paint 
job and many other exciting events. The child 
can place Zippy on the magic roads in the 

hand!
• 2012 Creative Child Book of the Year Award

2020
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• 2013 Creative Child 

Preferred Choice Award

Preschool

Illustrative Storybook with 3 panel magnetic game. In the book, the child 
can explore new topics with interactive adventure stories. The magnetic 
game let’s readers test what they have learned in the books, answering 
quiz card questions along the route. The combination of book and game will 
ensure learning is fun! 
8” x 10.75”, 16 page illustrative storybook; 3 panel fold out magnetic game, magnetic spinner, 
10 quiz cards and 4 magnetic character pieces, $10.99 US

Read 
& Play

Save The Pandas!

Takes the child on a mission to discover why some 
animals, such as giant pandas, are in danger of 
becoming extinct.  Children will learn to:

• Follow a story line
• Absorb facts
• Solve challenges
• Think logically
• See things from different perspectives

The Golden Cat

This award winning story, takes the child on a
mission to find a lost pyramid and discover the 
hidden treasure inside.  Children will learn to:

• Add and subtract
• Follow simple sequences
• Solve challenges
• Think logically

A Long Flight!

Takes the child on a mission to rescue a parrot 
who has strayed from her home. Children will 
learn to:

• Follow a story line
• Absorb facts
• Solve challenges
• Think logically
• See things from different perspectives

Search for Mathlantis

about the ancient city of shapes and numbers. 
Children will learn to:

• Match and recognize shapes
• Understand simple coordinates
• Solve challenges
• Think logically
• Follow sequences
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It’s fun to learn with write-and-wipe Learning Adventures! Help your child build important reading, 
math, and thinking skills with this educator-approved Learning Adventures book and play set. 
Each write-and-wipe page is packed with puzzles, games, mazes, and activities that engage and 
challenge young learners and encourage problem solving and creativity.

10” x 12.5”, 20 pages + large sticker sheet + mini sticker sheet + 2 wipe clean markers, $10.99 US

On the Farm
As your child goes through the pages of this 
wonderfully illustrated book, he or she will learn all 
about life on a busy farm. Activities teach the names 
of farm animals, how farming tools are used, the 
many kinds of foods that come from farms, and much 
more!

• Activities teach reading and spelling, counting and number skills, color and shape recognition, and critical thinking.
• 
• Large re-usable stickers, bonus mini-stickers and matching sticker activities encourage fun learning.
• Durable write-and-wipe pages and TWO write-on/wipe-off markers make it easy to play again and again.
• Carry handle for on-the-go fun!

Off to School
As your child goes through the pages of this fun book 
about school, he or she will learn all about what it’s like 
to spend a busy day at school. Activities teach about 
the getting ready for school, the helpers in a classroom, 
what happens at lunch, what children learn in class, and 
much more!

Puzzles and games - including maze, dot-to-dot, and “find it” activities - promote creative problem solving.

• 2015 Creative Child Book of the Year Award

• 2015 Creative Child Preferred Choice Award



Pippa’s Princess Party

Joe on the Go!

Join Pippa as she prepares for 
the perfect Princess Party! Every 
storybook page creates a new 3D play 
environment. Two-sided magnetic 
outfits provide lots of opportunities
to mix and match clothes and the 
magnetic tools and accessories stick 
like magic to the character and pages.

Join Joe as he explores the 
world around him! Every 
storybook page creates a new 
3D play environment. Two-sided
magnetic outfits provide lots of 
opportunities to mix and match 
clothes, and the magnetic tools 
and accessories stick like magic 
to the character and pages.

• 2014 Creative Child Creative Play 
of the Year Award

• 2013 Dr.Toy’s Best Picks Award

• 2013 Creative Child Product of the Year Award

• 2014 Creative Child Creative Play 
of the Year Award
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Princess Posy and the Grand Castle
Read this adorable story of a princess living in a grand 
castle who has everything she could want, except a
friend. But in the end, she finds a very special friend 
and has everything she could ever want! Build her 
3D Magnetic Castle, and play out the story using the 
magnetic characters and accessories!

Little Lamb on the Farm 
Read this special story of Little Lamb and her adventures to
find a friend! Which funny farm animals can help her? Build 
the 3D Magnetic Farm, and play out the story using the 
magnetic characters and accessories! Make up new stories 
for endless hours of imaginative play!

Preschool

Fully magnetic 3D Playset the child will assemble.  The 12 page storybook is 
engaging and the child will develop skills through imaginative play.
Lower Cost Option available with cardstock sleeve packaging.
10” x 9.75”, 12 page full color storybook, magnetic 3D playset to assemble, 
magnetic characters & accessories, $14.99 US

Build 
& Play

Magnix® 3D Storybook Playsets
Children will love exploring this educator-approved child-safe storybook and magnet play set. Every turn 
of the page creates a new interactive environment that will spark a child’s imagination and encourage 
hours of developmentally stimulating and creative play.

8”x 8”, 3D fold out playset with 8 page story, 1 dress-up character with stand, double-sided clothes for 
character, magnetic accessories and blister to hold all accessories. $10.99 US

Activities teach reading and spelling, counting and number skills, color and shape recognition, and critical thinking.

Lower Cost

Option Available 

Without

Carousel

Feature!
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Jump Into Numbers

with activities that build a child’s understand-
ing of the relationship between real objects and 
abstract numbers,and how numbers are used to 
represent math facts. Children will practice:

   • Writing and counting numbers 0-100
   • Beginning addition
   • More than and less than
   • Pairs and simple graphs

• Dr. Toy 100 Best Products Winner
• Dr. Toy 100 Best Educational Products

Dive Into Math

activities that build a child’s understanding of 
math concepts such as relationships between 
numbers and objects and number fact families. 
Children will practice:

   • Addition and subtraction
   • Beginning geometry
   • Patterns and sequence
   • Measurement and logic

Rocket Into Reading
Focuses on vocabulary, reading and writing 

build vocabulary, reading comprehension, 
and the ability to think and write creatively. 
Children will practice:

   • Reading comprehension
   • Vocabulary and high-frequency 
 words for early grades
   • Creative thinking and writing

• 2011 Creative Child Book of the Year Award

Go Wild For Words
Focuses on early spelling and vocabulary 

build word recognition, vocabulary and read-
ing comprehension. Children will practice:

   • Handwriting and spelling
   • Vocabulary and parts of speech

 years of school

Magnix® Ready To Learn
This series provides a lively learning experience for the child! Each book includes a variety of write-on/wipe off and magnetic 
activities designed to reward curiosity and spark an excitement for learning.

8” x 12” portrait, 21 write-on-wipe off pages, 8 magnetic pages, 
35 to 50 magnetic play pieces and 1 write and wipe marker. Now with

Thicker

Board

Pages!
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Preschool

Ready to Read and Write
Learn the pre-reading basics with “Bee” 
that build discrimination, critical thinking, 
verbalization and hand-eye coordination. 
Magnetic and write-on/wipe-off activities 
include creating letter shapes to matching, 
sorting, tracing and drawing all designed 
to help a child prepare for school. Learn: 
handwriting, shapes/colors, right & left/
up & down, sequences, comparison, early 
reading words.
•   Creative Child Preferred  

Choice Award Winner! 

Ready for Numbers
Learn numbers 1-10 with “Bee” 
through various activities to help  
identify numbers, write numbers, 
counting, grouping, ordering, pat-
terns and more. Learn: numbers 0-12, 
shapes, counting/sorting, patterns/ 
sequences, telling time.
•   Creative Child Preferred  

Choice Award Winner! 

Magnix® Let’s Get Ready
Best Selling Series is a fun way for children to learn essential Pre-school and Early Elementary skills. This series combines 
essential learning skills with two timeless interactivities-magnetic play and write-on wipe-off pages. Each book is complete 
with a carrying case, colorful write-on/wipe-off pages and illustrated magnetic play pieces for providing hours of new  
challenges and exciting educational based games. Each book has a letter to parents plus Bee’s special tips for fun, easy ways 
to extend learning every day. Educator Approved.

11.5” x 12”, 43 pages, $16.95 US 

Ready to Add & Subtract

out simple adding and subtracting problems, the Magnix® 
Little Learner “Ready To Add & Subtract” book creates 
a learning environment through playful practice, repeat 
numbers and problem completion activities.

Ready for Words & Sentences
From the basics of writing the alphabet letter shapes 
to composing simple sentences with commonly-used 
words, the Magnix® Little Learner “Ready for Words and 
Sentences” book creates a learning environment through 
playful practice and repeat word and sentence activities.

7 7



Magnix® Spell & Draw
Children will build important pre-school and early elementary skills with this Educator Approved magnetic  
learning book and play set. Write-on/wipe-off pages feature drawing activities, word exercises, and fun  
thinking games, while magnetic pages build matching skills and let children create their own adventures  
with magnets that stick and slide across the page like magic! Each book includes a carrying case, 20 colorful write-on/ 
wipe-off pages, magnetic pages, 12 companion magnets and a write-on/wipe-off marker that will inspire children to want 
to learn to read and spell. 

6” x 10.75”, 20 pages, $6.99 US

t
The Zany Zoo
From Hippos to 
Zebras, Penguins 
and more, The 
Zany Zoo Spell & 
Draw will provide 
hours of learning 
fun!

u
Dinosaur 

Parade
Join this learning 

adventure with 
seven funny little 
dinosaurs as they 

help develop a 
child’s spelling, 

drawing and 
writing motor skills 

in a fun way!

u
On the Go
From trucks 

to cars, boats 
to bikes,  On 
The Go Spell 
& Draw will  

provide hours of 
learning fun!

t
A Buggy Picnic
Join Little Bee and 
all the Buggy  
friends at their 
festive picnic in 
this rewarding 
and fun learning 
experience!

Under the Sea
Dive in and 
discover so many  
wonderful ocean 
creatures. Play 
with seahorses, 
crabs, sea stars, 
dolphins   and many 
more!
t

u
Baby Farm 

Animals
There are lots of 

new babies on  
the farm! Little 

lambs, baby 
chicks, goats, pigs 
and cows are just 

to name a few.

Spell & Draw,
The Pet Shop
From puppies and kittens to 

in the fun of exploring the pet 
shop!

Spell & Draw, 
Rainforest 
Friends
Who lives in the rainfor-
est?  Discover your favorite 
animals 
in this activity packed book!• 2012 Creative Child Kids’ 

Product of the Year Award
• 2012 Dr. Toy Best Pick 

Children’s Product
• 2012 Dr. Toy Best Vacation 

Product Award
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Preschool

Monkey Trouble
Children learn to practice beginning 
counting skills. As the number of 
monkeys grows on each page (from 1 
to 10), children are encouraged to complete the story by 

on the page.  The silly monkey magnets and food stick-
ers can be mixed and matched on the picnic playscape at 
the end for additional fun activities.

• 2011 Creative Child Award Winner
 

Bear Paints
Children learn to practice new color words in a this fun, 
interactive Magnet book.  A new color (yellow, red, blue, 
purple, green, and orange) is introduced every two pages, 

-
sponding magnetic color word and placing it on the page. 

Gus Comes to Lunch
Children learn to practice food words in this fun, interac-
tive Magnet book.  A new food group (vegetables, fruits, 
dairy, meats, grains, and dessert) is introduced every 
two pages, and children can complete the text by match-
ing word magnets with the rebus pictures and mix-and-
match stickers for added fun.

Ben’s Late!
Children learn simple words in this fun interactive Magnet 
book.  The text contains rebus pictures and children can 

the page.  Children also practice telling time - as the story 

clock stickers that correspond with the digital times in the 
text, and place them on the pages for added fun.

Magnix® Readers
Created with and endorsed by educators, each book is both a story and a learning platform to help children 
develop early skills with counting, colors, telling time and recognizing food groups. Each book has magnetic 
pages throughout with companion magnets and removable stickers that will inspire children to want to learn 
to read. An activity card, which doubles as a bookmark, is also included with each book. On one side is useful 
information for parents to help them get the most out of the books. The other side provides positive reinforce-
ment for the child by enabling them to track their reading progress. You’ll also find a play-scape at the end of 
every book. This is where children can place and re-place the magnets and stickers in a scene from the  
story, all while encouraging them to use their imaginations and develop their creativity. Two levels  
launch the series. Level 1 is designed for ages 3-5 and Level 2 is designed for ages 5-7. 
Available in two trim sizes: 

6” x 9”, 16 pages with play-scape, $6.99 US
9” x 11”, 16 pages with play-scape, $10.99 US

Now

Available in 

two sizes



Wild, Wild Weather
Children will learn about all kinds  
of weather that keep our world in  
balance while having fun!

     • Draw today’s weather
     • What’s today’s temperature
     • Match the season
     • Name that cloud

     • And much, much more!

Our Amazing Senses

senses we use everyday while  
having fun!

• Build a brain
• Follow that sound
• Match the feeling
• Eye spy colors
• Rate that smell
• And much, much more!

Science & Discovery Activity Series
Introducing the next generation of Magnix® Activity books that are designed to provide children with a 
lively learning experience!  This series delivers the tools needed to teach a child early science concepts.  
This series brings information to life in a fun and rewarding way. Each book has 20 safety magnets to place 
& play, markers, a magnetic spinner, eraser, a magnetic playscape for hours of creativity and 14 write-on/
wipe-off pages full of activities to help children read more, explore more and play more. 
Educator Approved.

8.75” x 10.75”, 14 pages, $12.95 US
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Preschool

I Can Save Energy!
Children will learn all about energy  
conservation and also will learn their 
role in reshaping our planet. Filled  
with lots of activities to stimulate 
their imagination for hours of  
meaningful fun!

I Can Recycle!
Children will learn not only about  
recycling but also will learn their role in 
reshaping our planet. Filled with lots of 
activities to stimulate their imagination 
for hours of meaningful fun!

• Dr. Toy Best Green Product Winner

I Care for Me!
Children love to learn about  
themselves. Full of age-appropriate 
games & activities, this book will 
teach a child many ways to take  
care of their mind & body.

I Care for the Earth!
Learning about our Earth can be a 
world of fun! Full of age-appropriate 
games & activities, this book is 
designed to make a child feel a sense 
of community and empowerment.

Magnix® Kid Power!
Introducing a series of Magnix® Activity books that are focused on teaching children about our earth and taking care of our 
environment! Kid Power is a new series that is dedicated to introducing children to the concept of caring for the earth and 
themselves. Every page brings a new surprise! These action-oriented books are designed to make children feel a sense of  
community and empowerment. Each book comes complete with 24 extra large safety magnets, 15 write-on/wipe-off pages, 
2 mini markers, age–appropriate activities and games which brings all the information to life in a fun and rewarding way!
• Drawing  • Vocabulary  • Spelling & Handwriting
• Identifying • Counting & Matching • Creative Thinking Crafts & Games

8.75” x 10.75”, 16 pages, $12.95 US

Kids are
Going
Green!

Made with Recycled Materials



Magnix® Let’s Find Out
A lively learning experience!

Let’s Find Out, Under Sea Search
Trace the paths with Sunny Submarine as 
she explores under the sea. Each page is 
full of new and exciting sea creatures and 
fun facts. 

Let’s Find Out, Wildlife Adventure
Trace the paths with Jazzy Jeep as he explores ani-
mals around the world. Each page is full of new and 
exciting animals and fun facts.

Each book contains 17 “chunky” full color magnets and a play scene at the back of the book for creative play.  The child 
can find and place the matching magnetic on each page.

8.5” x 10”, 11 magnetic pages with play-scape, $12.95 US

Let’s Find Out, Bug 
Encounter
Trace the paths with Buzzy 
Bug as she explores fun 
facts about bugs.  Each 
page is full of new and 
exciting bugs and fun facts 
children will love.

Let’s Find Out, Space Quest
Trace the paths with Rocky Rocket as 
he explores space.  Each page is full 
of new and exciting fun facts about 
space.
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Preschool
Magnix® Learning Fun Series
Who knew learning could be so magnetic? The Magnix® Learning Fun Series applies our patented full-page magnetic  
technology to helping young children practice essential learning skills. Each book features a core skill plus value-added  
magnets that reinforce the skill through in-the-page interaction. Ten fully magnetic pages with a magnetic playscape at the 
back gives the parent and child more room for imaginative play. Educator Approved. 

8.75” x 10.75”, 12 pages including fold-out playscape, $9.95 US

My Magnetic Book of Shapes  
and Colors:
The Orange Cat’s Five Star 
Garage
Enter a one-of-a-kind garage to  
discover the colors of the rainbow  
and variety of shapes around us. 
    •  INCLUDES 21 MAGNETS 

My Magnetic Book of Opposites: 
Big and Little: Best Friends 
Two very different best friends  
present opposites — like big/little, 
top/bottom, open/closed & more.
    •  INCLUDES 18 MAGNETS 

My Magnetic Spelling Book:
Let’s Pretend
Children spell simple words with 
the magnetic letter pieces as they 
decide what dress-up costume  
to wear.
•  INCLUDES 30 MAGNETS

My Magnetic First Words Book:
Runaway Cat

learn new words along the way. 
Complete the story — or make a  
new one.
•  INCLUDES 20 MAGNETS

My Magnetic Counting Book:
Ten Dancing Dinosaurs
From one to ten and back again, 
children will love counting the  
silly dinosaurs.
•  INCLUDES 20 MAGNETS 
•   i Parenting Media Award-Winner! 

My Magnetic Word Puzzles Book:
Let’s Make Words
Answer riddles by joining two 
color-coded magnetic word  
puzzle-pieces together to create 
new words. 
•   INCLUDES 30 PUZZLE 

MAGNETS



Magnix® Play & Learn Educational Game Series

Magnix Play & Learn series combines a fun, educational 
Adventure Storybook with 3-D games. Each title includes 3 
games, full color storybook, magnetic game boards, spin-
ner, game board linking pieces, quiz cards, magnetic char-
acter pieces and game counters.

Play & Learn will give the child the opportunity to explore 
an important topic with a crew of amusing characters on a 
special mission. The 3D games allow young readers to test 
what they have learned in the book and use strategy skills 
to move around the board, answering quiz card questions 
along the way.

8.5” x 11.5”, 16 page illustrative story book, three 3D 
magnetic game boards, magnetic spinner, 6 game board 
linking pieces, 12 quiz cards, 3 magnetic character piec-
es and 40 game counters, $14.99 US

Save The Pandas!
Takes the child on a mission to 
discover why some animals, such 
as giant pandas, are in danger of 
becoming extinct. Children will 
learn to:
• Follow a story line 
• Absorb facts
• Solve challenges 
• Think logically
• See things from different
   perspectives

A Long Flight
Takes the child on a mission to 
rescue a parrot who has strayed 
from her home. Children will 
learn to:
• Follow a story line 
• Absorb facts
• Solve challenges 
• Think logically
• See things from different
   perspectives

Search for 
Mathlantis
Takes the child on a mis-

about the ancient city 
of shapes and numbers. 
Children will learn to:
• Match and recognize 

shapes
• Understand simple 
 coordinates
• Solve challenges 
• Think logically
• Follow sequences

The Golden Cat
Takes the child on a 

pyramid and discover the 
hidden treasure inside. 
Children will learn to:
• Add and subtract
• Follow simple 
 sequences
• Solve challenges 
• Think logically
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Magnix® “Classic” Series
This is our most successful and longest running series with over 1 million copies sold in 25 countries. There 
are now 10 titles to choose from and each title is designed to provide the highest quality of interactive, 
educational books!  Each book includes play pieces that magnetically attract to the pages so they can be 
moved across the page, picked up and placed in another position or even stacked one upon the other!  

9” x 8”, 8 to 10 pages, $8.95 US

Word Magic
A fun and educational sentence- 
building book! Once a child grasps the basics of spelling 
and reading single words, it’s time to move to reading and 
building simple sentences. This book with magnetic Magic 
Words provides a unique opportunity to  
play with words and practice this important skill.
•  INCLUDES 75 MAGNETS

Counting Cows
A fun and educational counting book perfect for pre-
schoolers! Children learn to count in a new and fun way 
with this interactive and highly educational magnetic book.
•  INCLUDES 50 MAGNETS

Spelling Bee
A fun and educational spelling book  
perfect for beginning readers! Guess which animal the 
text refers to, then learn how to spell it.
•  INCLUDES 36 MAGNETS

Adding Alligators
Children learn to add by com bining three simple methods

introduces children to simple addition with numbers and 
counting up to ten.
•  INCLUDES 58 MAGNETS

10 Titles in 

This Top  

Selling

Series!

Spelling Bee,
Things That Go
Learn to spell your favorite ‘things 
that go’ with the reusable letter tiles 
in this interactive spelling book. A 
special activity is included in the back 
of the book-matching pictures with 
clues, and spelling the words.
•  INCLUDES 36 MAGNETS 

Spelling Bee,
On The Farm
Farm friends are fun to spell with 
the reusable letter tiles in this 
interactive spelling book. A special 
activity is included in the back of 
the book-matching pictures with 
clues, and spelling the words.
•  INCLUDES 36 MAGNETS 
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matching, finding and rhyming. Adding Alligators

Improved

Pricing for

2017!



Magnix® Imagination Activity Books
Colorful magnets, sized just right for little hands, encourage imagination and creativity in this new rhyming, magnetic activity 
book series. Children may complete each scene using the rhyming prompts or place the magnets wherever creativity leads them. 
The sturdy plastic case keeps the book and magnets together, making it ideal for children on-the-go. There are now six books in 
the series. 6” x 10.75”, 6 pages, $5.99 US

Backyard Pirates
Meet a merry band of playful pirates — 
and their dog — as they journey through 
the high seas, in their own backyard.  
•  14 MAGNETS ARE INCLUDED

My Day of Ballet
This day of ballet will keep little girls on 
their toes as they play dress-up with the 
prima ballerina and her friends. 
•  12 MAGNETS ARE INCLUDED

A Visit to the Farm
A visit to the farm has never been 
more fun!  
•  9 MAGNETS ARE INCLUDED
•  i Parenting Media Award-Winner! 

Fun Around Town
Friends share fun as they travel  
around the town, visiting the  
playground, toy store, and bakery. 
•  11 MAGNETS ARE INCLUDED

Princess Party
Dress-up is the key to this one-of-a-
kind princess party. 
•  14 MAGNETS ARE INCLUDED

Things That Go
Things that go are on the move,  
including planes, boats, race cars,  
and more.  
•  8 MAGNETS ARE INCLUDED

I Want to Be
A fun and fancy dress-up book 
perfect for pre schoolers! Children 
practice hand-eye coordination, 
think about consequences and 
develop their imagination through 
role-play. 
•  INCLUDES 10 OVERSIZED 
MAGNETS

Color Cats
The color cats are going on a picnic and 
children can help them pack by pick-
ing the treats and toys they need. This 
engaging story has many activities to 
help a child learn colors and build early 
learning skills.
•  INCLUDES 28 MAGNETS

Shape Sheep
The shape sheep are going on a  
holiday and children can help them
enjoy their trip by finding the treats 
and toys they need. This engaging story 
has many activities to help a child learn 
shapes and build early learning skills.
•  INCLUDES 28 MAGNETS

Magnix® “Classic” Series

Shapes & Words
A fun and educational matching book perfect for preschoolers!
In this simple question-and-answer book, children will find the 
correct answers by matching fun magnetic objects with corre-
sponding colored shapes.
•  INCLUDES 16 OVERSIZED MAGNETS
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Fairy Tales
Five wonderfully illustrated magnetic fairy tale story boards; Little Red 
Riding Hood, The Wizard of Oz, Goldilocks and the Three Bears, Jack and the 
Beanstalk, and The Three Little Pigs provide the perfect backdrop for hours of 
creative play. 
•  INCLUDES 20 LARGE MAGNETS
16” x 11.75”, 12 pages, $16.95 US

Little Red Riding Hood’s 
Magnetic Alphabet
A great introduction to the alphabet 

 

for preschoolers. Children will join Little 
Red Riding Hood as she gathers surprises 
beginning with each letter to make her 
sick Granny feel better. A great combina

-

tion of interactive play and imagination!
•  INCLUDES 54 MAGNETS
7” x 9.75”, 14 pages, $9.95 US

Three Little Pigs Magnetic Counting
Combining Magnix® interactivity with the further 
escapades of the “Three Little Pigs,” this title 
introduces children to counting from one to twenty.
•  INCLUDES 36 MAGNETS
7” x 9.75”, 14 pages, $9.95 US

35

Preschool

‘pop-out’ magnetic 3-D buildings and easy-to-assemble characters, a 
pop-out playboard and magnetic decorations that stick like magic! Play 
right along with the story or make up new adventures. This unique 
3-dimensional environment will spark endless ideas for fun and creative 
imaginary play.

Read and Play in the Fairy Forest Read and Play at Dragon Castle

11” x 9”, 10 page storybook + Magnix pop-out village + characters and accessories + 
magnetic decorations + letter to parent + assembly instructions, $12.99 US

Pop-Out
Read & 
Play

Other Magnix®

 Titles

Popular fairy tales combined with magnetic play create 
fun-filled books for early learning fun! Numbers, letters and 
creative play explore the versatility of the magnetic 
interactive play experience.



Dragon
5.5” x 8.25”, 128 
pages, $16.95 US

My Magical World Journal
5.5” x 7.5”, 96 pages, $9.95 US

Vampire
5.5” x 8.25”, 128 
pages, $16.95 US

Unicorn
5.5” x 8.25”, 128 
pages, $16.95 US

Trimensions® Journals
These delightful molded journals help children keep their biggest secrets very S-E-C-R-E-T!
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Builder Books  Read the Story & then Build 

The Castle that Sir Jack Built
A storybook that assembles into a castle. This is a story 
about a day in the castle that Sir Jack built. Once the 
story is read the castle can be built and the child can  
continue the adventures of Sir Jack and his friends.

The Space Station 
that Zargon Built
A Nuts & Bolts storybook 
that assembles into a 
space station. The child 
follows the adventures  
of Zargon. Once they 
have read the book  
they can build his space 
station with the pages 
and pieces.

The House that Jack Built
A Nuts & Bolts storybook that assembles into Jack’s House! Read the fun story about Jack and his family and solve the 
mystery! Then punch out the House and assemble it – die cut characters are included for play.

The Nuts & Bolts storybook format provides interactive play with story telling.  
With this format children can read the book, then use the punch-out shapes,  
with real “nuts” and “bolts” and a wrench to assemble buildings, castles,  
vehicles and space stations. 

9.5” x 12”, 14 pages, $14.95 US 

The Pirate Ship that Drake Built
This Nuts & Bolts title is a perfect story for today’s 
imaginative child! Read the story then build a  
real Pirate Ship for hours of fun! Comes complete  
with the characters, “nuts”, “bolts” and a wrench  
to assemble the ship yourself. This story is about 
Captain Drake. He has a treasure and some  
stowaways on his ship! Read the story and decide 
for yourself how the adventure ends. New Trim 

Size and

Pricing for

2017!
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Monsterina
The funny story about little Monsterina aims at teaching 
the child how to be polite and well behaved. With the use 
of the talk-back sound module, a child is taught what to 
say and how to behave in certain situations.

Who is My Mommy?
Exciting book with a special sound module for recording and 
playing back the child’s voice as part of the farm-yard story. 
This book has three levels of play activities that allows the 
book to grow with the child.

Talk Back Tales Series®

Books in this series use a special sound module to record and 
play back a child’s voice as part of the story. 
9.29” x 11.22”, 12 pages, $12.95 US

Ro’s Rainbow
A story about Ro and her 
fascination with a rain-
bow. Press the button and 
the story is brought to life 
through our BrightLights 
technology.

10” x 10”, 10 pages, 
$9.95 US

Starlight
Great bedtime book based 
on the well known nursery 
rhyme “I wish I may, I wish 
I might”. Press the button 
and a magic star lights up 
on the page.

10” x 10”, 10 pages, 
$9.95 US

The Haunted House
The story follows a little boy 
as he explores a “haunted 
house”. Children will love 

hear the ghostly laugh as 
they follow along with the 
adventure.

9.29” x 11.22”, 10 pages, 
$12.95 US

Where’s Santa?
3 favorite Christmas songs 
softly play as the star in 
the night sky shines. Santa 
takes little Zack and Sarah 
on a sleigh ride and talks 
about the true meaning of 
Christmas.

9.29” x 11.22”, 10 pages, 
$12.95 US

BrightLights technologies introduce electronically interactive printed lights in fun-filled books!

Record 
and play!



Early learning the fun way with Marvel Mouse®! Devrian Innovations combines patented Marvel Mouse® technologies with the 
printed page for a whole new level of electronic interactivity. Children position Marvel Mouse® over an illustrated question, 
press the button and Marvel Mouse® will tell them if they are “Correct” or if they should “Try Again!”. Marvel Mouse® is a very 
versatile technology that has allowed us to develop interactive products which help in language development, mathematics, 
role-playing and much, much more!

Animal Fun
A fully interactive wordbook and matching-game in 
one with a rewarding “That’s Right” sound effect! 
Designed to teach a broad range of skills for early 
readers and non-readers, alike. 

16” x 11.5”, 10 pages, $29.95 US

Good Bear, Amadeus
In this delightful story about Amadeus’ party, children are 
introduced to social interaction – a crucial component of 
a child’s development. With the use of the Marvel Mouse® 
technology, the correct answer is rewarded with a fanfare 
of sound.

8.5” x 11”, 10 pages, $12.95 US

Press the Mouse! 
Farm Animals “Match & Learn” Book
A guess and press wordbook with matching games! Find 
answers to questions about farm animals in this exciting 
new book featuring the Marvel Mouse®. This book has at 
least three levels of play activities to grow with your child.

9.29” x 11.22”, 10 pages, $12.95 US

Marvel Mouse®  Electronic “Yes” & “No” Technology!
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Talking Telephones
Electronic interactive telephone with a two-digit removable phone. Children love to talk on the phone and will learn their 
numbers while having fun with zoo and barnyard animals.

9.29” x 1.22”, 10 pages, $12.95 US

My Talking Telephone! Ginny Calls Her Friends
Follow along as Ginny the Giraffe calls all her friends at  
the zoo to let them know the zoo will be opening and to 
welcome all the children for a day full of fun! Includes a  
2 digit dial phone that will allow your children to listen to 
each of the zoo animals show their excitement.

My Talking Telephone! 
Percy Calls His Friends
Electronically interactive telephone. 
Dial a two-digit phone number and 
guess who answers!
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Musical Books
As part of our commitment to create developmentally “sound” books, we have created a series of interactive children’s
books that introduces children to both listening and learning to play music.

This colorful, interactive storybook teaches the child that 
Red Means Stop and Green Means Go
light button which randomly stops on red or green.

9.29” x 11.22”, 12 pages, $12.95 US

Talk about road safety and have fun at the same time! 

9.29” x 11.22”, 8 pages, $12.95 US

Traffic Light Books

Follow The Lights!
Follow the lights on the keyboard to play one of eight 
favorite songs! A light above each key lights up guiding 
you to the next key to press.

9.5” x 11.25”, 16 pages, $14.95 US

Melody Maker: My First Tune Builder 
Learn to play a whole song with just one big button! Tap 
your way through one of 6 songs by playing one note at 

elements in learning to play music.

9.5” x 11.25”, 12 pages, $14.95 US
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Roar!

VROOM! is perfect for fun, interactive play between parent 
and child. Press the sound panel to hear the sounds of 
trains, boats, tractors, and more as they clack, toot, and 
chug along—and have fun making the sounds together 
with your child!

Vroom!

ROAR! is perfect for fun, interactive play between 
parent and child. Press the sound panel to hear the 

sounds of frogs, monkeys, elephants, and more 
as they croak, chatter, and trumpet—and have fun 

imitating the sounds together with your child!

From the very basic sound books, to the more advanced 
types - sound books are a hit! Children love the interactive 
aspect of reading and pushing buttons to hear the sounds. 
Devrian Innovations a has added two new titles to this 
successful series. 
9.25” x 11.25”, 14 pages, $12.95 US

Sound 
Books
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Animal Talk
Can you guess? Press the sound panel to hear what the 
animals are saying. Perfect for fun, interactive play between 
parents and child.

9.25” x 11.25”, 14 pages, $12.95 US
7” x 9.25”, 14 pages, $10.95 US

What’s that sound!
Join Tom on the search for his little sister Lisa. Where can she be? 
Follow the sounds
sound panel and discover who makes the sounds! Song, laughter, 
hiccups, and snoring - some sounds are funny and others weird 
but all fascinating for small children!

9.25” x 11.25”, 14 pages, $12.95 US

Animal Sounds
This high quality talking book combines 
photographs with animal sounds for fun 
interactive play.

9.25” x 11.25”, 12 pages, $12.95 US 
7” x 9.25”, 12 pages, $10.95 US

Sound Books
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Contact Information:

Devrian Innovations, LLC

45 Technology Drive,
Warren, NJ 07059 USA
Phone: 908-810-1111, ext. 273
Fax:  610-975-3587

 

 

Operations
Sandy Ramos
Phone: 908-810-1111 ext. 275
sramos@hgusa.com

Sales
Chris Lyons, Global Sales Manager
Phone: 908-810-1111, ext. 273
clyons@hgusa.com

www.devrianinnovations.com

...the Safe & Versatile Magnetic Alternative!

What is 
Magnix®

Patented, print-based technology that can 
transform traditionally non-magnetic materials 
into magnetically interactive materials/
products. Magnix® ink is applied during the 
printing process and the final product looks no 
different than a product that has no magnetic 
ink. Magnix® can be spot-printed at no 
additional cost.

What are the Advantages of Magnix®?

• Low Cost Alternative to Rubber & Metal Sheets

• Bio-degradable & Environmentally Friendly

• Safe for All Ages

• Uses Safe Magnetic Fields for Children

• Creates a Dynamic Interactive Experience

• Magnix Versatility Allows for the Interactive

   Experiences to be Tailored to the Audience

   Whether Young or Old

• Prints on Variety of Stocks - Thin Paper,

   Card and PVC

• Can be Printed and Laminated onto 

 Board Stocks

• More Cost Effective - Can be Spot Printed

• Print One Side of Paper or Card to Make Both

   Sides Magnetically Interactive

• Numerous Assembly/Binding Options Available

• Magnix® Printed Sheets Can be Folded,

   Die-cut, Glued, etc

• Different Magnix® Ink Formulas/Thicknesses

   Available to Support Different Weights

• Can be Combined with a Variety of Print Effects

• Play Pieces Can be Moved & Positioned

  
12+ Million Magnix®

Products Sold!....

Activity Kits
Puzzles
Novelty Books
Calendars
Stationery
Partworks
Premiums
Magazine/Comic
   Book Tip-Ins
Paper Dolls
Classroom
   Decorations and Aids
Greeting Cards
Toys & Game Boards
Post Cards
Signage and Displays

®
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